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Technical regulation in the construction 

Abstract. The system of technical regulation is considered as foundation for the creation 

of a high construction culture, increasing the competitiveness of the industry in 

Kazakhstan. Key actions to reform regulatory framework which was established by the 

government focused on achieving a sustainable balance of economic and social interests 

of construction participants and consumers. The process of adopting international 

standards to Kazakhstan soil and construction conditions is gradual. The first step was 

to adapt foreign technical documentation to the national technological environment. In 

this way, there were developed appropriate methodologies for assessing conformity to 

educate builders and designers to develop appropriate training programs, handbooks, 

and manuals, translation to the Kazakh language, checking the general format of the 

maintenance of the Eurocodes by comparative calculations, etc. It is important that this 

process does not contradict the Eurocode relating to any aspects of the requirements in 

Kazakhstan that are not covered by the Eurocode. The article presents discussions of 

stages for harmonization and adaptation of Eurocode to Kazakhstan norms. 
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Introduction 

 

 Construction codes pursue several socially significant aims - ensuring the safety of life and health 

of people and other living organisms and the creation of decent conditions for their existence. 

The purpose of building codes and regulations is to reduce the risks associated with the 

exploitation of buildings and structures to a level acceptable by society [1-3]. Any technical standards, 

regardless of what is the subject of their consideration - fire safety, electrical networks, sanitary 

equipment, ventilation, or energy resources - should reflect the current level of risks that society 

considers acceptable. At the same time, the purpose of the rules remains unchanged at an acceptable 

level of risk and aims to protect health, ensure safety and create decent living conditions for people. The 

difference between different levels of risk lies in the degree of health, degree of safety, and degree of 

comfort. In economically developed societies, this degree is much higher than in less developed ones. 

Accordingly, in developed countries, the level of risk expected by society is much lower than the level 

of risk considered acceptable by less developed societies. 

Construction norms and rules impose minimum requirements on construction objects by setting 

minimum allowable restrictions. A participant of the construction activity should not ignore them. In 

case of non-observance of the established restrictions, there is a risk that the building or structure will 

cease to provide an acceptable level of safety for people in it [4]. 

Concerning building codes, the level of safety is interpreted as the degree of risk that society 

considers acceptable in terms of damage to human health and safety. In the meantime, extreme degree 

of risk lies between minor damage (for example, bodily injuries) and fatal, catastrophic damage for 

instance loss of human life. This level of risk is contextual and depends on many factors, including 

political, social, and cultural buttress and traditions of society, the level of its economic development, 

the level of building technologies used, the professional level of human resources, and the expectations 

of consumers of building products. Accordingly, the bottom bracket of minimum requirements in 

building codes is determined by a degree of risk to human life and safety that a society considers 

acceptable.  
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The concept of reforming the regulatory framework  

 

The experience of Kazakhstan is also an important example, as the advantage of the countries 

largely depends on the reform of the system of technical regulation, which was carried out 

comprehensively, based on a well-thought-out national strategy. 

The concept of reforming the regulatory framework of the construction sector represents the 

vision, opportunities, and stages of reform, including the industrial policy of the industry in the 

Republic of Kazakhstan [5]. 

The concept reflects the main opportunities and expected scenarios for reforming the regulatory 

framework of the construction sector, taking into account regional and global integration processes. 

The system of technical regulation is considered as the foundation for the creation in Kazakhstan 

of a high construction culture, increasing the competitiveness of the industry. 

Key actions to reform the regulatory framework should be focused on achieving a sustainable 

balance of economic and social interests of construction participants and consumers. Successful 

implementation of such a vision requires great efforts from the state in terms of abandoning the 

historically established monopoly on technical regulation of the construction market and a gradual 

transition to a system of technical self-regulation [5]. 

The degree of economic and creative freedom granted to the subjects of regulation must be 

simultaneously supported by an adequate social self-awareness of the regulated subjects and the 

observance of the norms of professional ethics. 

This concept is based on the orientation towards the deep integration of the construction industry 

of Kazakhstan into the regional and global socio-economic system by harmonizing the principles of 

technical regulation with a variety of forms of implementation of these principles considering national 

peculiarities. 

Special attention was paid to the close cooperation of public authorities and specialists of the 

private sector, the direct participation of all interested government bodies and enterprises, and 

organizations of the private sector who represent the professional interests and interests of consumers 

of products of construction activities. 

The path to the future success of the system of technical regulation of construction will be laid 

through the tools for the implementation of the Concept. 

The purpose of the Concept is to create a progressive system of technical regulation that will 

satisfy society’s expectations of product construction activities regarding their safety as well as in 

creating favorable conditions for economic development and prosperity of populated places. The 

regulatory reform periods according to the concept are shown in Figure 1[5]. 
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Figure 1. Regulatory reform periods 

 

The practicability of the European construction norms adaptation 

 

The adaptation of the Eurocodes into the construction and designing practice implies the creation 

of such conditions which will not allow existing of different standards related to identical products. 

Accordingly, the process of scientific, technical, and economic integration will not be possible without 

reducing various national standards to the united, agreed conditions. The logic of such requirement 

implies the creation of appropriate incorporate scientific and technical committees with the 

participation of all concerned countries’ representatives. The results of such work are the Eurocodes 

integrating the best scientific and technical achievements available in various national standards. 

At the moment when such integrated norms appear, a question naturally emerges about the 

inadmissibility of simultaneous acts of the two standards - integrated and national.  

The adoption of the Eurocodes by a country gives it the advantage of an intensive exchange not 

only by goods but by technologies as well.  But it is considerably not easy to take such a path. There is a 

bunch of conditions: application of closely related technologies, organizational methods, control, and, 

most important, the protected consumer rights.  The same technical safety implies the same legal safety, 

which is of crucial importance and predetermines the important tasks for a country willing to possess 

an economy, integrated with developed countries [6]. 

The effectiveness of the European approach to the field of technical regulation is acknowledged 

by several existing agreements on mutual recognition of the results in compliance assessment with such 

countries as Japan, the USA, Canada, Australia, and others [7]. 

The key target of the Eurocodes adoption in Kazakhstan is the integration of the construction 

sector into the European system of technical regulation and the elimination of barriers to the activities of 

foreign investors in the country. 

The analogs of native standards associated with the Eurocodes are given in Table 1. 
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Preparatory 
stage  

2011-2015 
development of a set of building codes of 
the SN RK EN, identical to the Eurocodes, 

and national applications, taking into 
account climatic, geological, natural-

climatic, seismological and other features 
of Kazakhstan 

the development of building codes and 
codes of practice for buildings and 

structures, engineering systems 

harmonization of reference standards 
supporting building codes and codes of 

practice 

Period of 
coexistence 

2015–2020 

all national applications must be adopted 

training programs was developed for 
students on the design of building 
structures using the new system of 

technical regulation 

practical testing of a new regulatory 
framework 

Period of 
modernization 

2020-2025 

Creation of a new regulatory and technical 
base for the construction industry, 

harmonized with at least 90% with similar 
systems of the countries of the European 

Union 

deep and sustainable integration of the 
domestic construction industry 

high construction culture  
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Table 1 

Comparison of the Eurocodes and native norms for designing engineering structures 

Eurocode 

number 

Eurocode title GOST, SNiP, SP 

EN 1990 Basis of structural design GOST 27751- 87 

EN 1991 Actions on structures SNiP 2.01.07-85* 

EN 1992 Design of concrete structures SNiP 52-01-2003, 

EN 1993 Design of steel structures SNiP II-23-81* 

EN 1994 Design of composite steel and concrete structures SP 52-101-2003 

EN 1995 Design of timber structures SNiP II-25-80 

EN 1996 Design of masonry structures SNiP II-22-81* 

EN 1997 Geotechnical design SNiP 2.02.01-83*, 

SNiP 2.02.03-85 

EN 1998 Design of structures for earthquake resistance SNiP II-7-81* 

EN 1999 Design of aluminum structures SNiP 2.03.06-85 

 

Transition to parametric model in all system components of technical regulation within the 

construction industry (normative base, supervision, and control, compliance assessment system), 

taking into account the advanced foreign experience and national features play an important role. 

The process of adopting international standards to Kazakhstan soil and construction conditions is 

gradual. The first step was to adapt the foreign technical documentation to the national technological 

environment. In this way, the appropriate methodologies were developed for assessing conformity to 

educate builders and designers to develop appropriate training programs, handbooks, and manuals, 

translation to the Kazakh language, checking the general format of the maintenance of the Eurocodes 

by comparative calculations, etc. The process needed not to be contradicted the Eurocode relating to 

any aspects of the requirements in Kazakhstan that are not covered by the Eurocode. Stages for 

harmonization and adaptation of Eurocode to Kazakhstan norms are shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. Program of harmonization national standards with Eurocode 
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Geotechnical specificity of standards  

 

Eurocode 7 is a comprehensive code that is concerned with the entire geotechnical design process. 

This design process is illustrated by the flow diagram in Figure 3. Eurocode 7 distinguishes between 

simple geotechnical designs, such as those for light buildings on firm ground and involving negligible 

risk for people or property and for which the fundamental requirements are satisfied based on 

comparable experience and qualitative geotechnical investigations, and complex designs, such as large, 

sensitive structures on soft ground or deep excavations close to old buildings. For the latter case, 

additional calculations and more extensive ground investigations are required [8]. 

The factors to be taken into account when assessing the complexity of a geotechnical design are as 

follows: ground conditions; groundwater conditions; regional seismicity; influence of the environment; 

nature and size of the structure; conditions with regard to the surroundings. 

 

 

 

 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. European and international standards for geotechnical design and construction and ground 

investigation and testing [8] 
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Initial assessment of design 

complexity 

 

Preliminary classification 

into a particular 

Geotechnical Category 

(optional) 

 

Specification of design situations, 

Including loads and ground properties 

 

Reassessment of design complexity 

  (if used) 

 

Geotechnical investigations to obtain 

geotechncial data and evalution of geotechnical 

parameters 

 

Design by calculations, prescriptive measures, 

load or model tests, or the observational 

method 

Checking the design during construction 

 

Preparation of a Geotechnical Design Report 

 



Technical regulation in the construction 

Testing methods for pile foundations in different stages of investigations include the follows 

Weight sounding test (WST); Cone penetration test (CPT); Dynamic probing tests (DP); Standard 

penetration test (SPT); Field vane test (FVT); Pressuremeter test (PMT); Static axially loaded 

compression; Pile integrity tests and determination of a pile length. The principal difference between 

Eurocode and the Kazakhstan Code is the absence of requirements for the geotechnical design in the 

latter. In Eurocode, the strategy of geotechnical design includes the interaction of two disciplines, 

namely geological and geotechnical engineering.  

Presently, it is, however, difficult to design without qualitative geotechnical investigations. 

Geotechnical research includes the results of engineering and geological investigations that are used 

during the investigation of the soil and foundation. Recommendations from Eurocode are aimed at both 

researchers and designers. The special requirement was absent in the Kazakhstan code and engineering 

and geological investigations represent different parts of the design process; frequently there is no 

interaction between researchers and designers. Another difference between Eurocode and the 

Kazakhstan code is the design of soil basements, which is recommended to be carried out in three steps.  

 

Results and discussion 

During the first and second steps of the foundation design, it is allowed to use preliminary 

strengthen and deformation properties of the soil as taken from a table of SNiP RK. During the third 

step, it is required to perform both laboratory and field tests so to obtain approval of the design project. 

According to Eurocode, for all of the aforementioned steps, the strengthen and deformative properties 

of soil must be determined only from laboratory or field tests. Moreover, Eurocode uses the term 

“derive value”, which means the value of a geotechnical parameter of soil obtained by results of 

laboratory or field testing of soil using either a correlation relationship or an inverse calculation. For 

example, the deformation modulus is obtained independently from laboratory tests, field tests by 

dilatometer, by correlation relationship with physical parameter, or by results of well-known settlement 

calculation.  

About geotechnical parameter values: the values should be obtained from test results; other data 

shall be interpreted appropriately for the limit state considered; account shall be taken of the possible 

differences between the soil properties and geotechnical parameters obtained from test results (derived 

values) and those governing the behavior of the geotechnical structure; geotechnical parameter values 

governing the behavior of a geotechnical structure may differ from derived values due to several factors 

listed in Eurocode 7. The process to obtain characteristic parameter values is summarized in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 
Figure 4. The process to obtain characteristic parameter values 
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Factors involved and to be 

considered at each stage are 

given; 

assessment of test and design 

conditions on parameter 

values 

relevant published data and 

local and general experience 

Stage 1 

Covered by EN 1997-1 

 

Values at particular 

points in the ground or 

locations on site where 

tests carried out or values 

from particular specimens 

Stage 2 

Covered by EN 1997-1 

 

Overall parameter value 

for volume of soil 

affecting the occurrence 

of the limit state 

Cautious estimate taking 

account of: 

number of test results 

variability of ground  

scatter of test results 

particular limit state and 

volume of ground involved 

nature of structure 

Measured values in field tests  

Test results 

Derived values 

Geotechnical parameter values 

Characteristic value 

Application of partial factor 

Design value for use in design 

calculations 
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Also, the comparison showed that Eurocode 7 does not pay so much attention to pile testing for 

permafrost soils, and the value of the depth of freezing soil in Kazakhstan is higher [9-10]. Finally, 

comparisons have shown that the traditional Kazakhstan code does not include normative documents 

for pile integrity testing. 

By Eurocode 7, when choosing the type of pile and method of installation, the pile’s integrity 

must be verified through suitable testing. Pile integrity testing (Figure 5) provides a check of the 

homogeneity of piles and provides a method for detecting hidden defects in the piles (e.g., cracks and 

necking in driven piles). 

 
 

Figure 5. Performing pile integrity test 

 

In pile integrity tests, the highest quality signals are achieved by observing the following: 

 Blow zones of concrete foundation construction should be trimmed back to sound material, 

free of loose surfaces and debris. 

 The surface should be free of water. 

 Any structures or elements attached to the concrete foundation construction, long projecting 

reinforcement, or cages, may return signals generated by these elements which may make the signal 

impossible to interpret. Often, interference from these elements may be electronically filtered out: access 

to the side of the pile should permit delivery of several hammer blows and provide sufficient room for 

movement of the transducers on the side; “green” concrete should not be tested. The concrete 

foundation construction normally requires a curing time of 28 days to being ready for testing; several 

blows should be delivered to each test place to ensure repeatability and hence consistency of results 

[11].  

The test procedure associated with a pile integrity test consists of the following steps: 

 Clearing of the concrete pile from the soil, snow, ice to sound surface. Preparation of three 

zones (if possible) of flat, dry concrete on the pile; the size of such zones should be approximately 

100100 mm to attach the sensor (accelerometer) and to blow by a special hammer on the concrete 

surface. 

 The following parameters are introduced in memory of the device: Site, symbol of concrete 

foundation, length, stress wave velocity in concrete. 

 The sensor, registering reflected signals is fixed on a prepared zone on the pile through special 

paste for best registration of the signals. Three light blows are produced by a special hammer on the 

foundation site of the prepared place. The graph (reflectogram) of blow amplitude to the length of 

concrete foundation dependence is represented on the display of the device. If the operator determines  
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graphs to be acceptable for interpretation, these results are written into the memory of the device for 

additional processing. If the blows were either very strong or very weak, the device does not register 

any signal and it is required to repeat the blow. The blows are produced until the operator can interpret 

the reiterative graphs (reflectograms). 

All integrity test data are processed by special software after testing, and output is represented by 

a graph “signal amplitude” – “crack location”. According to the graphs the operators classify the depth 

of crack penetration. A technical report will be given to the client after all tests with detailed analysis.     

The pile side is struck with a hand-held hammer that sends sound waves directly through the 

concrete foundation. Pile side movements affected by a series of hammer blows and subsequent 

rebounds are then received by a very sensitive acceleration meter positioned on the side of the 

foundation. The acceleration signal is converted into velocity and is represented on the screen as a 

function of time. All results are easily saved into the computer, to be used in the processing thereof. 

The interpretation of reflectograms consists of the following actions: 

 If the graph has clear fluctuations with a further reflection of the signal, it means the pile has 

experienced necking, cracking, incursions, geological influence, etc. 

 If such fluctuations are not significant, it means that the pile is without defects. 

 If the curve has sharp clear upward peaks followed by downward peaks, then the pile is likely 

acceptable. If, however, the graph has downwards and then upward peaks, then the pile likely has 

necking, the influence of geological conditions (e.g., soils filled by water), change of density of soil or 

concrete, etc. 

 If the graph has sharp fluctuations, it means that the pile has serious cracking/necking in the 

place of the beginning of fluctuation. 

Figure 6 shows some defective piles. One of the main advantages of pile integrity testing is that 

the ITS system enables the following to be realized for any pile, with a minimum inconvenience to a 

construction process at a given site: very quickly receive required information on piles; uncover 

different pile’s defects, determine a pile’s length up to 60m. Thereby the method supposes to fulfill the 

integrity tests of piles on the fly.  

At a given site, it is required to test a minimum of 50% of driven piles and 60% of bored piles 

using the pile integrity test. This guarantees the reliability of a buildings’ foundation without any 

damage. 

 

            
 

Figure 6. Examples of defective piles 

 

These features were taken into account in the first and second phases of regulatory reform. 
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Conclusion 

 

The analysis showed that Eurocode 7 – Geotechnical Engineering seems to be more reliable for 

adaptation for Kazakhstan construction conditions. Many countries have successfully accepted 

Eurocode 7. Eurocode 7 has already shown itself to be a very elaborate design code, with 

recommendations and requirements for the most geoengineering process. It also allows for the use of 

common international geoengineering terms and provides understanding among designers, testing 

specialists, and geotechnical engineers all over the world. Eurocode 7 includes recommendations and 

requirements for modern advanced technologies and embraces many aspects of modern geoengineering 

design. By comparison to Eurocode 7, the Kazakhstan code has a lot of features.  Eurocode 7 is also 

presented by unified documentation for geoengineering. Investigation showed that the introduction of 

the Eurocodes was allowed to ensure the use of high technologies and innovations, as well as to 

eliminate technical obstacles under the implementation of investment projects in Kazakhstan. The 

reform’s basis was three components: normative base, supervision and control system, conformity 

assessment system. 

During the modernization period, which according to the 2021-2025 yy. concept [5], attention 

should be paid to the digitization of regulatory documents of the construction industry, as the use of 

BIM technology allows the automated verification of information and electronic models of each 

construction project against the valid technical safety requirements of design and technological 

solutions, which will minimize the risk of various types of unforeseen events and also allow the 

automation of expert review. And work has begun on introducing automated verification of design and 

estimate documentation, similar to the experience of Singapore (E-Plan Check). 

Funding: Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Grant «The Best 

University Teacher-2020»). 
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Құрылыстағы техникалық реттеу 

Аңдатпа. Техникалық сеттеу жүйеті Қазақттанда жпғасы құсылыт мюдениетін құсу, 

таланыо бютекеге қабілеттілігін асттысу үшін негіз сетінде қасаттысылады. Үкімет құсған 

нпсмативтік-құқықтық базаны сефпсмалау жөніндегі негізгі іт-қимылдас құсылытқа 

қатытушылас мен тұтынушыласдыо экпнпмикалық жюне юлеуметтік мүдделесініо тұсақты 

теогесіміне қпл жеткізуге бағытталған бплатын. Қазақттандық тпрысақ жюне құсылыт 

жағдайласына халықасалық ттандасттасды қабылдау рспцеті бістіндер жүсір жатыс. Бісінші 

қадам шетелдік техникалық құжаттаманы ұлттық технплпгиѐлық пстаға бейімдеу бплды. 

Отылайша, құсылытшылас мен жпбалаушыласды тиітті пқу бағдасламаласын, анықтамалықтас 

мен нұтқаулықтасды юзіслеуге, қазақ тіліне аудасуға, талыттысмалы етертеулес асқылы 

Еуспкпдтасды жүсгізудіо жалры фпсматын тектесуге пқыту үшін тюйкеттікті бағалаудыо тиітті 

юдіттемелесі юзісленді жюне т.б. бұл рспцеттіо Қазақттанда Еуспкпдрен қамтылмаған 

талартасдыо қандай да біс атректілесіне қатытты еуспкпдқа қайшы келмеуі маоызды. Бұл 

мақалада Еуспкпдты қазақттандық нпсмаласға үйлеттісу жюне бейімдеу кезеодесін талқылау 

ұтынылған. 

Түйін сөздер: ттандаст, техникалық сеттеу, құсылыт, тұжысымдама, үйлеттісу. 
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Техническое регулирование в строительстве 

Аннотация. Ситтема техничеткпгп сегулиспваниѐ саттматсиваеттѐ как птнпва длѐ 

тпзданиѐ вытпкпй ттспительнпй культусы в Казахттане, рпвышениѐ кпнкусентптрптпбнптти 

птсатли. Отнпвные дейттвиѐ рп сефпсмиспвания нпсмативнп-рсавпвпй базы были нарсавлены 

на дпттижение уттпйчивпгп баланта экпнпмичетких и тпциальных интесетпв учаттникпв 

ттспительттва и рптсебителей. Ппттереннп идет рспцетт рсинѐтиѐ междунаспдных ттандастпв т 

учетпм птпбеннпттей ттсаны. Песвым шагпм ттала адартациѐ засубежнпй техничеткпй 

дпкументации к наципнальнпй технплпгичеткпй тседе. Таким пбсазпм, сазсабптаны 

тпптветттвуящие метпдики пценки тпптветттвиѐ длѐ пбучениѐ ттспителей и рспектиспвщикпв, 

сазсабптаны тпптветттвуящие учебные рспгсаммы, трсавпчники и инттсукции, рспизвпдиттѐ 

рспвеска пбщегп фпсмата ведениѐ Евспкпдпв рутем тсавнительных сатчетпв и т.д. В даннпй 

ттатье рседттавленп пбтуждение этарпв гасмпнизации и адартации Евспкпдпв к казахттантким 

нпсмам. 

Ключевые слова: ттандаст, техничеткпе сегулиспвание, ттспительттвп, кпнцерциѐ, 

гасмпнизациѐ. 
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